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Abstract: Nowadays, communication is not safe especially voice call because of the competitor and other threat
that intended to steal the confidential information by wiretapping or intercepted the network line. To solve this
problem, a technology called Private Branch Exchange (PBX) and Virtual Private Network (VPN) is used. PBX
is a server that used for communication purposes. It acts to provide voice call system that utilizes office network
through IP-phone while VPN is a method to avoid data from intercepted by intruders. It is used to encapsulate
the data over the VPN tunnel. In this paper, we propose an architectural solution to implement Secure
Communication over VPN technology in industry environment between Headquarters and branches for the
business purposes. It is intended to deliver confidential information between headquarters and branches by
using phone call that connected in local area network (LAN) with safe. Based on the finding result, voice over
VPN can be safer when all data that through the VPN tunnel were encrypted. By using this VPN connection,
the data transferring process will be less risk.
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INTRODUCTION utilizing virtual private network tunnel. The voice call

As with evolution of technologies, there are many local area network without having to go through the third
type of communication application to deliver information party like telecommunication company network in a term
either using short message service or voice call. To to ensure that every detail of information that spoken are
deliver information with fast and secure are important. By safe. VPN is technique used to add the extra level of
using voice call, information can be delivering with fast security and privacy to networks and it is most often used
but there is issue for the security reason. It is because, to protect confidential data. It protects the network
each voice calls needed to go through the third party connection to assure all of the data that are sending and
provider like telecommunication company network. The receiving is encoded and secured from any intruders. The
network is not encrypted, and in another word, the line is prototype is conducted and tested using VoIP over VPN
not secure and easily can be intercepted by intruders who to secure communication issues as follow:
intentionally to steal the information by hearing the Using IP-hardphone and mobile softphone as a
conversation. The main challenge is how to secure the medium to deliver information.
voice call for the local area network within branch and Implementing VoIP using private branch exchange
headquarters. There are several ways to secure the server (PBX).
communication among them such as using voice call over Implementing VPN to secure network connection.
internet protocol (VoIP)[1], implement virtual private
network (VPN) within local area network (LAN) [2], and VoIP is the cutting edge media transmission referred
utilized virtual private network for the voice call over as technology that transmits voice over the  network
internet protocol [3]. using internet protocol [4].  Voice over IP or  telephony

In this paper, the study concerned about security via the Internet, portrays an arrangement of
issue of the voice call and focused towards protocols/technologies [RTP, Session Initiation Protocol
implementation the prototype of secure communication by (SIP)], which give voice discussion progressively with

utilize the line from VPN tunnel connection direct within
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moderately great quality at almost no cost [5]. Such communication  on  PBX   [4].    It  can be executed over
discussions usually occurred only through a PC which the backbone  of  existing  designs  that  enables
was associated with the Internet and with the guide of an organizations connect the spread out destinations and
amplifier, earphones and the fitting programming like soft distributed workers through a protected VPN utilizing the
phones. The call ended up in another likewise prepared existing public or private network. Voice can be
PC at no additional charge other than the one expected to exchanged on secure VPN backbone and IP PBX or SIP
get to the Internet, since this particular sort of server which is utilized for voice portal [7]. Data
correspondence does not require a supplier of standard encapsulation is finished by wrapping the information
land-line administrations. Moreover, there are with a header, which gives directing information. This
independent phone gadgets such as SIP-phones and procedure is called as tunneling. To give secrecy to the
analog telephone adaptors (ATA) available which raw information, the information is secured by encryption.
straightforwardly connect with an Internet. With the At the point when information achieves a passage end
correct changes and gathering and without the need of a point, the information is decrypted and sent to its last
PC, utilization of  this  service  is  encouraged  making goal point [6].
VoIP   considerably   more   available   to  its  user  [5]. Softphone uses voice over internet protocol
This brought about the use of Internet Protocol network signaling to start calls, tear down calls, and take
for real time data broadcasting media transmission advantage  of   call  features  such  as  call  forwarding.
services. The principle benefit is voice transmission. The The  Softphone,  is  a  client  device for creating and
VoIP technology permits voice transmission using the tearing down calls also uses VoIP to transmitted audio
Internet Protocol. The VoIP is changing gradually and data. It is software based application loaded onto a
replacing the traditional telephony. By and by, there are computer and not a  hardware  device.  Softphone
various approaches to actualize a VoIP network. It can be generally  use   the   Telephony   Application
organized on any system which depends on an IP Programming Interface (TAPI), which permits PCs to
protocol, for example, wired or wireless network, or even support telephone services. An advantage for using
the Internet. Softphone  is  to avoid long distance telephone calls.

Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) offer a safe and Home  users  are  able  to  call  and  talk to each other
trustworthy communication between client sites over a using  softphone  and  avoid  toll charges. For the
shared network [2]. A virtual connection is made over the security purposes, Softphones have potential
clients who are geographically dispersed and networks applications with high securing method to deliver
over a shared or public network, similar to the Internet. information. A user could gain telephone service simply
Despite the fact that the data is transmitted in a public by connecting a PC to an Internet Protocol network and
network, VPN gives an impression as though the be able to place calls. 
information is transmitted through private connection [6].
Security breaches, maintaining large network, QoS are Proposed Method: Figure 1 below shows the overall
critical issues related with communication. These drove us process that will be used to communicate between two
to  explore    and    present    VPN    for    voice   and   data LAN using VPN.

Fig. 1: Propose method
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The method of the connection between VPN and
VoIP discussed in this section. This method is to make
sure that combination of the VPN and VOIP works fine.
The VPN tunnel used to protect all traffic between two
end users. The established of VPN IP-Tunnel, a network
must be separated by a specific address. VPN produced
a secure tunnel between difference sites. The tunneling
called virtual line protects information and data from being
accessed and altered by intruders during transmission.
The VPN similar to virtual pipe, and seems transparent to
traffic data and packet when they move over the internet. Fig. 2: Server
Tunneling worked to encapsulate the packets. VPN need
to use a dedicated virtual link for transferring packet data
to another destination. The purposes of the dedicated IP-PBX system to make the extension for IP-PHONE. The
virtual line are to minimize the chance for the proxy VPN function is to make secure connection or virtual link
interruption. to the branch. IP-PBX system will through over the VPN

VPN connection is flexible because there can be and route to the branch. On the branch site, a server
removed and established any time. The VPN can be installed with VPN for the transmission purposes. The
remote-access from anywhere whenever the connection is system functioned and can be used. User from
established. They are established via the public network. headquarters can make a call from IP-Phone and calling
For the establishing process, VPN gateways are located extension number of user from other branch. Voice data
at each site. The gateway role is to encrypted or that transmitted over internet and go through over the
decrypted the packet files. VoIP session is established by VPN tunnel were encrypted. VPN encrypt all the data that
the SIP server before VPN tunnel is built for end-to-end through the tunnel and make the intruder that
security of media traffic. SIP primarily deployed to control intentionally to wiretap the conversation cannot hear the
end stations. It’s enabling the end stations to initiate, conversation.
control, and terminate a call. The encryption or decryption Fig. 2 shows the operating system that installed in
mechanisms are handled at the endpoints to prevent the each of the server for the implementation purposes. There
attacks from inside the intranet and to help support are two servers were used. One for the headquarters and
mobility when users may like to roam in the middle of a another one for the branch.
conversation. The connection to make a call from site to
the other site is established in the SIP proxy server. There CONCLUSION
is handshake happen in the server between headquarters
and branch server. In this paper, we proposed a secure voice

After a successful initiation of SIP session, an end- communication over VPN. Data transmission that goes
to-end VPN tunnel is established between the two through the network traffic is encapsulated and encrypted
endpoints. The tunnel protects entire IP packet. This by VPN. It can evade data from intercepting by others
method will secure the sending and receive hosts. The with easy. Voice calls were encrypted and needed to
VPN will tunnel the voice and protect the conversation decrypt first to hear the conversation. Beside IP-PBX
between the headquarters and branch. The framework of system can save cost for telecommunication and easy to
the system is like below. call user with a personal extension number that assigns

RESULTS utilizing Virtual Private Network.
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for each of them. Voice over Internet Protocol is safe by
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